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CATTLE AND AGRICULTURE
By combining the strength and versatility of structural steel with the proven benefits of a fabric
membrane, Legacy Building Solutions is proud to offer customized structures built to your exact
requirements. Our design-oriented process enables us to develop dedicated solutions with your specific
livestock operation in mind, thus ensuring we’ll meet all of your needs.

THE LEGACY ADVANTAGE
By selecting Legacy Building Solutions, you are not only receiving a configurable fabric building
with multiple foundation options, you’re selecting superior protection against corrosive environments.
Our unique framework is offered with hot dip galvanized coating and is covered by a heavy duty,
durable fabric. These low maintenance and superior designed buildings create a practical solution for
your livestock housing requirements.

Customized Building - Create and design a structure
specific to your operational needs. There is no limit to
what we can build. With Legacy, you are not confined
to any width, length or height restraints.
Performance - The 13’ interior leg height continually
allows more air into the building resulting in a drier
building, less cost in bedding and healthier cattle than
the traditional “hoop” design.
Foundation - With our unique building design, you can
use piers or poured/precast walls, keeping the building
from direct contact with the bedding pack or manure.
Versatility - Our typical cattle building is designed with
an 11’6” tall and 6’ wide eave to allow for maximum
airflow and ease for feed trucks to fill bunks. Our
exclusive adjustable ridge vents allows you to control
your building for different feeding applications.

Protection - Our straight leg, hot dip galvanized
frames are unmatched in durability and longevity.
Our panel cover system reduces maintenance and
increases durability and life expectancy. Our unique
eave inclusive tensioning system removes the
ratchets and straps to ensure no untensioned fabric.
Non-Conductive Cover - Our polyethylene fabric
cover is non-conductive, which keeps your building
warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer,
eliminating the peaks and valleys of stress on your
cattle.
Endurance - Backed by an exclusive 15-year warranty
on the steel and fabric, our structures are engineered
to handle any local wind, snow and seismic loads.
Our fabric roof has an excellent life expectancy
and will easily outlast any steel roof building when
housing livestock. NRCS Compliant.
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